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ABSTRACT 

In this project new watermarking scheme is presented based on log-average luminance. A monochrome image of 

1024 bytes is usedas the watermark. To embed the watermark, 16 blocks of size 8X8 are selected and used to 

embed the watermark image into the original image. If the byte of the watermark image represented white color 

(255) a value a ris added to the image pixel luminance value, if it is black (0) the a is subtracted from the 

luminance value. To extract the watermark, the selected blocks are chosen as the above, if the difference between 

the luminance value of the watermarked image pixel and the original image pixel is greater than 0, the watermark 

pixel is supposed to be white, otherwise it supposed to be black. Experimental results show that the proposed 

scheme is efficient against changing the water-  marked image to gray scale, image cropping, and JPEG 

compression. 

 

Keywords— Watermarking, Luminance, Gray-scale, log-average luminance, spatial domain, Color 

Image Watermarking, Discrete Cosine Transform, Discrete Wavelet Transform, Restoration 

Parameter. 

    

I. INTRODUCTION 

The In spatial domain technique the watermark is embedded directly into the pixel data. A 32X32 monochrome 

image (1024 bytes) is used as a watermark. Original image is converted from RGB to YCbCr color space. The 

image is divided into 8X8 blocks. The log-average luminance is computed for the image and for each block of the 

image[3].Blocks that are used in watermark embedding are those blocks that have a log-average luminance equal 

or greater than the log-average luminance of the entire image. Only 16 blocks are needed to embed the watermark. 

The monochrome watermark image only has two colors, black and white. Each byte of the watermark image is 

embedded into the original image by changing the pixels Y value of the selected blocks. The a is added to Y value 

of the pixel if the watermark pixel is white (255) or a is subtracted if the color is black (0),where a is an integer 

value. To extract the watermark the same steps of embedding watermark is performed. The luminance value of the 

watermarked image pixel is subtracted from the luminance of the original image pixel. 

If the result is greater than or equal to zero the watermark pixel is supposed to be white. Otherwise, when the result 

of subtraction is less than zero, the watermark pixel supposed to be black. computer will be disassembled has a 

significant influenced on the total profit, i.e. the sum of the component values. 
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Therefore, maximization of the total component value is considered as an optimization criterion. In order to solve 

the general version of the problem, we also construct and experimentally test a number of heuristic algorithms and 

mathematically define the comparison between various heuristics & ant colony optimization algorithm. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

 

Evaluation of project request is major purpose of preliminary investigation. It is the collecting information that 

helps committee members to evaluate merits of the project request and make judgment about the feasibility of the 

proposed project. At the heart of any system analysis is detailed understanding of all important facts of the business 

area under investigation. The key questions are What is being done? How it is being done. How frequently does it 

occur? How great is the volume of transactions or decision. How well is the task being performed? Does a problem 

exist? If a problem exists, how serious is it? What is the underlying cause? 

To answer the above questions, system analysts discuss with different category of person to collect facts about their 

business and their operations. When the request is made, the first activity the preliminary investigation begins. 

Preliminary investigation has three parts- Request clarification, Feasibility study and Request approval. 

Request Clarification:- An information system is intended to meet needs of an organization. Thus the first step is in 

this phase is to specify these needs and requirements. The next step is to determine the requirements met by the 

system. Many requests from employees and users in the organizations are not clearly defined. Therefore, it become 

necessary that project request must examine and clarified properly before considering system investigation. 

Information related to different needs of the System can be obtained by different users of the system. This can be 

done by reviewing different organization’s documents such as current method of storing sales data, complaint data 

etc. By observing the onsite activities the analyst can get close information related to real system. 

 

III. PROCESS MODEL 

3.1 Software Development Life Cycle 

There is a large number of software models used for guiding the software development process. Normally every 

software model contains almost same life cycle except there are some difference process techniques. In this 

software we have used the linear sequential model because it is easiest one to implement and we have to follow the 

straightforward techniques for developing the software. 

3.1.1 Stages of Waterfall  Model 

REQUIREMENTS 

The first phase involves understanding what you need to design and what is its function, purpose etc. Analysis As 

per the requirements, the software and hardware needed for the proper completion of the project is analyzed in this 

phase. 
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Fig3.1 1 STAGES OF WATERFALL  MODEL 

 

3.1.2 Implementation of the Module 

Therefore in case of blind technique we only have the watermarked image and we apply algorithms on that in order 

to obtain the watermark.[3][1] 

  Algorithm 3.1.3 Watermark insertion into the color     image 

Require: A color image (.jpg file format) and one monochrome image of 32*32. 

1: Convert the color image from RGB to Ycbcr. 

2: Then divide the image into the block size of       8*8. 

3: After that the block selection operation is performed. 

4: Select the first 16 blocks whose luminescence value is equal to or greater than the luminescence of the entire 

image. 

5: Embed the watermark i.e, monochromatic image. 

    6: Convert image from Ycbcr to RGB. 

       7: Save the resulting image. 

 Algorithm 3.1.4 Watermark extraction from the   watermarked image 

Require: A original color image (.jpg file format) and watermarked image(.jpg file format). 

         1. Convert the color image from RGB to Ycbcr. 

2. Find the log average luminance of both the images i.e, original and watermarked. After that the block 

selection operation is performed ie the blocks whose Log average luminescence value is equal to and greater 

than that will be selected. 

3. Select the first 16 blocks whose luminescence value is equal to or greater than the luminescence of the 

entire image. 

4. Extract the watermark i.e, monochromatic image. 

         5. Convert image from Ycbcr to RGB. 

         6. Save the resulting image 
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Figure 4.1: Flow Chart 

4.1 Watermark Insertion 

The proposed non-blind algorithm in spatial domain directly inserts the watermark information into the pixels. The 

watermark is embedded by repositioning the selected vertices according to the groups they belong. The 

repositioning of selected vertices are performed by increasing the vertex normal distance. 

 

4.2 Embedding Process 

Fig. 4-01 shows the process of watermark embedding process. The embedding process takes following steps: 

Conversion from RGB to YCbCr color space 

Convert the RGB image into YCbCr color space using the following equations 

Y = 0.299*R + 0.587*G + 0.114*B 

Cb = 0.596*R - 0.275*G - 0.321*B 

Cr = 0.212*R - 0.523*G - 0.311*B 

where R, G, and B are red, green and blue     components of RGB color space respectively. 

Log-average Luminance 

The block selection criteria are depended on log-average luminance for the entire image and log-average 

luminance for each block. The log-average luminance Lavg is calculated as shown in the equation: 

Lavg = exp(ålog(d+Yx;y)=N) 

where, Lavg is the Log-average luminance, Y(x,y) is the Luminance Y of the pixel at (x,y), delta is a small value to 

avoid taking the log of a completely black pixel whose luminance is zero and N is the number of 

pixels in the image.[4][3] 
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Figure 4.2: Zero Level Data flow diagram of Embedding 

Block Selection Criterion 

The original 512*512 host image is divided into 8OE8 and each block is converted to  YCbCr color space. The 

blocks which we select to embed are those having log-average luminance closer to the log-average luminance of 

the whole image. The log-average luminance is calculated as per the method given in the step 2. DCT transform is 

applied to the Y component of each selected block. Each values of the watermark image are embedded into each 

selected block of the host image. The watermark values are embedded in the DC component values of the selected 

blocks. The watermark is extracted from the watermarked image using the same selected blocks and DCT 

coefficients that have been used in the embedding process. 

 

4.3 Watermark Extraction 

The proposed watermarking algorithm is non-blind in nature as it requires cover object as well as watermarked 

object at the time of extraction. The watermark information can simply be obtained by subtracting the pixels of the 

original image from the watermarked image. Thus we then obtain the watermark that we have inserted or embed in 

the original image. [5][2] 

 

Figure 4.3: Zero Level Data flow diagram of Extraction 

 

Figure 4.4: Level 1 Data flow diagram 
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4.4 Execution Time Comparison 

The execution time of the proposed watermarking algorithms depends on the size of the color and, system 

configuration and also on the secure code which decides how and where pixels are selected for watermark 

embedding. The execution time for watermark embedding is found to lie between 1.89 to 132 seconds for proposed 

algorithm, when executed on Pentium dual core 1.86 GHz processor. The algorithm takes less time in execution as 

compared to other algorithm and produces output of better perceivable visual quality. The proposed algorithm take 

less time to insert the watermark when compared to other which reports 3.5 to 192.6 seconds when executed on 

Pentium-IV 3.4 GHz processor. The execution time for watermark insertion also depends on number, 

luminescence and positions of pixels to be watermarked. 

 

4.5 Attacks on   Watermarking 

The watermark should not be noticeable to the viewer nor should the watermark degrade the quality of the content. 

The term  ̧ SimperceptibleˇT is widely used in this case. However, if a signal is truly imperceptible, then 

perceptually based lossy compression algorithms either introduce further modifications that jointly exceed the 

visibility threshold or remove such a signal, Gonzalez and Woods (2008). It is then important to develop 

techniques that can be used to add imperceptible or unnoticeable watermark signals in perceptually significant 

regions to counter the effects of signal processing. 

4.5.1 Active Attacks 

Here, the hacker tries deliberately to remove the watermark or simply make it undetectable. This is a big issue in 

copyright protection, fingerprinting or copy control for example. 

4.5.2 Passive Attacks 

In this case, the attacker is not trying to remove the watermark but simply attempting to determine if a given mark 

is present or not. Cox et al (2002) suggest that, protection against passive attacks is of the utmost importance in 

covert communications where the simple knowledge of the presence of watermark is often more than one want to 

grant. 

4.5.3 Collusion Attacks 

In collusive attacks, the goal of the hacker is the same as for the active attacks but the method is slightly different. 

In order to remove the watermark, the hacker uses several copies of the same data, containing each different 

watermark, to construct a new copy without any watermark. This is a problem in fingerprinting applications (e.g. In 
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the film industry) but is not the widely spread because the attacker must have access to multiple copies of the same 

data and that the number needed can be pretty important. 

 

4.5.4 Forgery Attacks 

This is probably the main concern in data authentication. In forgery attack the hacker aims at embedding a new, 

valid watermark rather than removing one. By doing so, it allows him to modify the protected data as he wants and 

then, re-implants a new given key to replace the destructed (fragile) one, thus making the corrupted image seems 

genuine. 

 

V.  RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

The results are produced from tests applied on different color images (girl, penguins). The block size is taken as 

constant (8x8).Table 1 show the quality measure PSNR and the Similarity for different images using different tests 

such as Cropping, JPEG compression, and change the colored image to grayscale image.As we see, the similarity is 

not affected by image cropping and color image to grayscale conversion.In compression, the quality of the 

watermark is decreased as the compression factor is increased. tests are performed on different color images and 

show some robustness against various attacks. More robustness can be achieved by adding the watermark in 

frequency domain using transforms like (DFT, DCT, or DWT). We also can use grayscale or color watermark 

instead of the monochrome watermark used in this paper. 

 

Figure 5.1: Watermark Image Extracted 

 

5.1 Performance Evaluation 

It is observed that the distortion reduces by suitable selection of pixels. There is improvement upto 31.58% on 

numerical distortion as in shown. The main requirement of watermarking algorithm is that it should not produce 

visible change over the color image. The watermarking algorithms proposed by Jamal A. Hussien [3].produce the 

Luminescence method of Watermarking while both our Flowchart proposed in chapter-3 and chapter-4 are free 
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from such type distortion. The approach proposed in this chapter specifically addresses the affect of 

increasing/decreasing the brightness and changing the position of blocks for watermark embedding on the 

distortion. 

 

table 5.1: various test on different color images images psnr values 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

 

In this chapter, we proposed a non-blind, secure and robust watermarking algorithm in spatial domain. The 

proposed algorithm is based on the watermark is embedded in the selected pixels based on luminescence obtained 

from color image. In the proposed algorithm insertion and deletion of watermark information is done in two 

different steps. The watermark is embedded by checking the luminance value of the block which constitutes the 

sixteen pixels of size 8*8,and then an monochrome image of size 32*32 is embedded. The proposed watermarking 

scheme is also robust against various distortion and distortion-less attacks. In case of distortion attacks like 

impressive, watermark is distorted to some extend. The execution time of watermarking scheme depends on the 

number of blocks and pixel’s brightness selected for watermark embedding of color image. The execution time is 

found to lie between 2.84 to 208 seconds for different test objects when executed on Pentium dual core 1.86 GHz 

processor. Image Watermarking has become an important data authentication technique nowadays for image 

products. The proposed scheme can be used to watermark digital images without distorting the vital regions that 

are of interest to the customer. Hence, the value of the image is preserved. At the same time, the ownership of the 

digital image can be proven whenever required on the production of the key by the legal owner, thereby, keeping a 

check on illegal copying of the copyrighted image. 

 

VII.  FUTURE SCOPE 

 

1. Experimental test results show best watermark invisibility when the addition factor a is 3. 

2. Many tests are performed on different color images and show some robustness against various attacks. 
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3. More robustness can be achieved by adding the watermark in frequency domain using transforms like (DFT, 

DCT, or DWT). 

4. We also can use gray scale or color watermark instead of the monochrome watermark used in this paper. 
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